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Surgery performed by remote control robots is a somewhat new technology that is quickly
revolutionizing the medical field. The da Vinci surgery makes use of robot that's equipped with three
arms in which one arm has the camera that's generally known as endoscope. This may be placed in
the body of the patient through a small incision about one to two centimeters measurement. It is a
fiber-optic device that comes having a tiny video camera which will then show the 3 dimensional,
magnified view of what exactly is at present taking place inside the physique of the patient that may
be noticed by the surgeon from the television screen.

The robotâ€™s two other arms are operated by the surgeon by means of a remote control wherein he
will put his fingers into the ring and manage the finger of the robot at a distance place. This is
named the tele-manipulation approach.

Apart from holding the camera, the arms of the robot are also holding the instruments needed for
the procedure for example scalpels, scissors, dissectors plus the forceps. This way, the surgeon is
able to cut, dissect, grasp and suture as he performs the robotics surgery utilizing the remote
manage. Instead of the surgeon doing the surgery for the patient, it truly is the robot which is
actually carrying out the surgery and every single action taken by the robot is directed by the
surgeon who sits in the console, far from the operating table.

Apart from the surgeon and also the robot, an assistant surgeon will also be necessary in
performing the procedure who will adjust the position of the robot based on the direction offered by
the chief surgeon.

Furthermore to the benefit of giving the surgeon with a 3D and magnified view of what is the robot is
undertaking, this kind of surgery makes it possible for the surgeon as well to work via significantly
smaller incisions compared to the open and conventional surgery. This makes de Vinci robotic
surgery a minimally invasive process and it comes with a lot of advantages which contain lesser
discomfort and trauma, less discomfort just after the operation, much less infection risk, lowered
blood loss, smaller scars and quicker recovery.
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